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This document, Deliverable D.2.5, reports on the outcomes of task T.2.2 about the architecture and design of
the IMOVE software enablers, their internal structure, their mutual interactions within the IMOVE system and
their relationships with external systems such as MaaS platforms and mobile app back-ends.
The IMOVE system architecture was designed taking into consideration the requirements formulated within
Task T2.1, and specified in deliverable D2.1 “Requirement specification and analysis” ([2]).
The design phase followed multiple architectural principles to make the IMOVE system open, reusable and
flexible enough for deployment in the Living Labs and other prospective areas of application. The overall design
is the result of a collaborative effort of all the WP2 partners.
Task T2.2 produced an initial architecture of the IMOVE system, including a preliminary description of the
software enablers framework, with a high-level description of communication and data exchange among them,
presented in Deliverable D2.2 as a guideline for the subsequent implementation and integration phases.
The task continues to be active to gather feedbacks from the Living Lab activities (WP4) and their evaluation
(WP5) to review and update the solution in an iterative process, refining and improving the design according
to the insights and experience acquired along the project.
Deliverable D2.5 reflects the evolution of the IMOVE system specification and represents the key reference
for non-technical and technical audience to be informed on both the basics of the software enablers framework
and the full and comprehensive description of the system features. In this sense readers can find in this
document valuable information about the flexibility and applicability of the proposed software to MaaS
initiatives with different level of maturity and IT support. At the same time technicians can deep dive into the
engineering aspects and evaluate how the integration effort has been kept limited and is addressed by specific
modules.
This document starts with the description of the methodology followed in the IMOVE architecture specification,
the main architectural principles followed in the design process, and the conventions adopted. Then it reports
on the organization of work among WP2 partners on task T2.2 and the resulting activity flow.
The architecture itself is described from three points of view:





The high-level overview of the IMOVE system as a whole, in order to convey an overview idea of the
system architecture.
The detailed specification of all IMOVE software enablers. For each enabler, a schematic depiction of
its internal architecture is provided, together with a brief textual description of its purpose and its API
endpoints (connecting the enabler to other parts of the system).
The dynamic aspects of the system. Software enablers and relevant APIs are referred in a series of
sequence diagrams, describing their dynamic behaviour for selected key use cases. The sequence
diagrams connect the previously described elements together.

In the last chapter, deployment models for the framework are presented, detailing the way selected
components of the system can be installed and interconnected for use in the Living Labs.
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API

Application Programming Interface

B2B

Business-to-Business

B2C

Business-to-Consumer

DoA

Description of the Action

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

IT

Information Technology

ITS

Intelligent Transportation Systems

PT

Public Transport

QoS

Quality of Service

REST

Representational State Transfer

WP

Work Package
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobility as a Service embodies the meeting point of many societal and technological trends that will revolution
people attitude and behaviour with respect to their transportation needs and choices:







Higher concentration of people living and working in urban areas
Attention to sustainability and environmental consequences of personal activities
Digitalization of information, access and management of services
People’s increased demand for mobility in professional activities, daily life and leisure time
Diversification of the transport modes (bike, scooters, etc.), especially for short distances, and rise of
the vehicle sharing paradigm
Potential for reduction in private vehicle ownership, driven by awareness of the associated costs and
depending on effectiveness and affordability of alternative mobility schemes

In this scenario IMOVE identified promising lines of research along specific directions:






Business models, comprising tools, guidelines and best practices to foster stakeholders success in
the MaaS ecosystem both enhancing knowledge, appeal and market viability of public and private
initiatives. In this view IMOVE proposed the scalability unlockers concept as a set of policies (carved
out in Work Package 1)
ICT support, investigating areas of intervention to enhance the state-of-the-art technology baseline
of existing platforms backing MaaS initiatives. The review of operational workflows, possible
optimizations and expansions and most recent advances in digitalization and self-administration of
consumer services lead to the ideation and design of a framework of components, denominated
software enablers, as they enhance, by themselves or in cooperation with other enablers, the
spectrum, quality and level of MaaS services provision. Work package 2 deals with all the steps
required to make available the envisioned features, from the design and implementation phases to the
deployment, integration and operational support in the Living Labs.
Information exchange framework, performing in the frame of Work package 3 an extensive analysis
of management, security and privacy policies, developing a reference data model for MaaS and
exploring data sharing and analytics opportunities.

1.1 WORK PACKAGE 2
Work package 2 addresses one of the pillars of the IMOVE project: boost the Mobility as a Service uptake
through Information Technology. Leveraging on a well-balanced team of academic partners and the expertise
and effectiveness of industrial software companies the aim is to integrate the most recent advances in
intelligent transport systems and smart mobility in a framework of interoperable components, namely software
enablers. This set of software artefacts have been identified to cover the most remarkable digitalization needs
both for mobility end users and from the business processes standpoint. These components have to be
designed and implemented with a greater extent of modularity and flexibility, to be deployed in heterogeneous
business environments, being them the project Living Labs or any future operational site. As a matter of fact,
they have to adapt to differences in geographic coverage, user bases, transportation modes and mobility
services offer. These aspects have been investigated in Task 2.1 starting in the earliest stages of the project
and elicited a detailed set of functional and not functional requirements included in Deliverable D2.1. This
document has been the reference input for Task 2.2 about Architecture and Design. This task runs in parallel
with Task 2.3 and 2.4 (from project month 1 to month 28) to guarantee a continuous improvement of the
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envisioned solution, iteratively evaluating feedbacks from subsequent cycles of development/adaptation,
deployment and operation in the Living Labs.

Figure 1. Work package 2 task relationships

1.1.1 TASK 2.2
Task T2.2 pertains the design of the software enablers framework. The main output of this task is the
architecture and specification of the IMOVE system, including all the details to streamline the development of
the software enablers framework, to be implemented in the frame of another WP2 task, and the description of
interactions and data exchange among them. The primary and initial sources of information for this task are
the requirements formulated within Task T2.1, and specified in deliverable D2.1 “Requirement specification
and analysis” ([2]). According to its content, the system should contain the set of all the software enablers that
are required to meet the identified IMOVE requirements. The design phase has been also inspired by multiple
well-established principles and patterns in software design, in order to make the IMOVE system open, reusable
and flexible enough for deployment in the Living Labs and other prospective areas of application. The overall
design is the result of a collaborative effort of WP2 partners.

1.1.2 TASK 2.3
This task focuses on a specific aspect of the designed solution, the interoperability with applications (mostly
targeting mobile devices) provided by MaaS operators or third parties, interested in exposing the IMOVE
provided functionalities to their user base. To foster the integration and smooth out the process, an interface
layer has been designed and is referred to as OpenAPI to showcase its purpose and audience. Consequently,
their specification needs to be compliant to the current standards in the industry, interoperable with the most
widespread software environments and well documented. Activities performed in this task have a strong
relationships with task T2.2 as one enabler is dedicated to implementing this API, accompanying it with
additional gateway capabilities such as access control, security and monitoring.
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1.1.3 TASK 2.4
Task 2.4 comprises all the implementation activities for the software artefacts designed in task 2.2. Those
activities include the software development of the modules, the setup of relevant databases, the configuration
of staging environments and single components and integration tests.

1.2 SYNERGIES WITH OTHER WORK PACKAGES
Given the expected evolution in mobility as a service provision and the availability of Living Labs as a
convenient on field validation of proposed designs and solutions, the IMOVE software enablers architecture
was not intended to be statically defined up front but to be kept open for subsequent improvements and
expansions. This highlights the importance of synergies with other work packages within the project, as they
are valuable sources of information for reviewing at different levels the choices and trade-offs, and to explore
and evaluate more in detail further design options:






Work package 3 investigates in depth the data related aspects of the project, being a constant
reference for WP2 since the initial requirement definition stage, and progressing side by side with it
even in the trial phase and operation in the Living Labs.
Work package 4 directly feeds back information from downstream activities in the software lifecycle:
o Issue tracking and request for improvements in the deployment and integration phases
o Monitoring and troubleshooting when operating in production environments.
Work package 5 which deals with evaluation activities, gathers qualitative and quantitative insights
about user acceptance, measures the effectiveness of the solution and reviews at a high-level review
the development process.

1.3 DELIVERABLE STRUCTURE
This document started with an introduction presenting the mail pillars of the IMOVE project and the position of
this deliverable in the frame of the relevant work package and task. Interrelations with other tasks and WPs
have been presented as well.
Chapter 2 explains the IMOVE software enablers concept, and building on this it establishes the main
architectural principles followed in the design and the methodology used for the design of the IMOVE system.
Consequently, it reports on the organization of work among WP2 partners on task T2.2 and the resulting
activity flow.
Chapter 3 provides a general overview of the IMOVE system as a whole, introducing an overarching diagram
of the architecture with all its basic components (i.e. the software enablers), aiming to convey a high-level idea
of their roles and relationships.
Chapter 4 briefly reports about the organization and processing of data within IMOVE, since the topic is
investigated in depth in a specific work package (WP3). The reference data model envisioned there has been
a valuable source of information for the design activities in WP2, which also cope with the interoperation with
MaaS platforms through specific modules (named field adapters in the generic software enablers
diagram/description) embedding the guidelines and developments of data adapters implemented in WP3.
Chapter 5 focuses on the integration of the IMOVE framework with the MaaS providers ICT platforms,
proposing different interoperability options depending on the complexity of the operational environment and
the degree of control and customization on this interaction side (ranging from legacy systems to more open
platforms or IT environments directly managed by IMOVE partners).
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Chapter 6 comprises 11 sections, in order to describe all the IMOVE software enablers in a greater detail. For
each enabler, a schematic depiction of its internal architecture is provided, together with a brief textual
description of its purpose and its API endpoints (connecting the enabler to other parts of the system).
Chapter 7 highlights a selection of dynamic aspects of the system, where the software enablers and external
system are represented in a series of sequence diagrams, describing their behaviour in specific and
noteworthy use cases.
In the last chapter, deployment models for the framework are presented, detailing the way selected
components of the system can be installed and interconnected for use in the Living Labs.
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2 DESIGN METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the methodology and approach applied in the design phase, starting from the software
enablers concept to establish the architectural principles and the organization of work that has been followed
in the process.

2.1 IMOVE SOFTWARE ENABLERS CONCEPT
IMOVE is designing and implementing a software development framework consisting of an integrated set of
interfaces, protocols and ready-made software artefacts that will ease the implementation of MaaS schemes
and will support the creation of a cross-border MaaS ecosystem, ultimately paving the way for a “roaming”
service for MaaS users at the European level.
Instead of providing an integrated platform for MaaS operation, IMOVE is researching individual
functional/service ICT components called software enablers, which provide specific MaaS-related operations.
An IMOVE enabler is a self-consistent building block providing a simple service/functionality, which can be
combined with other enablers to implement services/functionalities at a higher level of complexity. Depending
on pre-existing ICT infrastructure, software enablers can enrich an operating MaaS platform with additional
features, or support the creation of a new platform almost from scratch, i.e. starting from single, noninteroperable components.
Any MaaS operator can build the desired ICT architecture combining its own components/services (e.g.
software components available from an own platform) with IMOVE software enablers, as long as existing
components are adapted to comply with IMOVE framework 1.
IMOVE exposes an open Application Programming Interface (API) to be consumed by external ICT
applications, like e.g. mobile app back-ends, in order to provide end users with a smooth interaction with
IMOVE services through their preferred mobile apps.

Figure 2. Initial overview of IMOVE software enablers

1

To this purpose, a custom-specific interface layer must be developed for each component.
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2.2 MAIN ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES
The IMOVE architecture design process was informed and driven by the following main principles:






Open design of the system, flexible enough to integrate IMOVE with other services and systems. This
relates to the concept of Open API that serves as a gateway for communication between 3rd party ICT
platforms and the software enablers comprising the system.
Scalable application with a flexible deployment model, respecting the particular Living Labs and
possible further exploitation of the system.
Loose coupling of components allowing further extensions, adaptation and maintenance of the system.
Collaborative design: all the parts of the conceptual design should be a consensus of all parties
involved based on the discussion and feedback provided (see the organization of work).

Following the latest trends in software engineering practice, the software enablers have been envisioned to be
developed adopting a micro-services architecture, a modern set of architectural patterns that comply with all
the principles stated above. In general, they consist in individual implementation and runtime elements,
exchanging services and data through well-established API endpoints, typically exposed following RESTful
style and guidelines.

2.3 ORGANIZATION OF WORK
The IMOVE system architecture and this deliverable are the outcome of cooperative work of all project partners
involved in WP2. The work has been organised as follows:












CVUT, as the task leader, proposed the methodological framework for task T2.2
During a two-day workshop meeting in Prague, the WP2 partners (SOFTECO, MOSAIC, URBI, ICCS
and CVUT) worked together to design the final collection of software enablers and a preliminary
specification of their interactions, using the frameworks mentioned above.
Based on this collection of system components and their interactions, the project partners designed a
conceptual high-level architecture of the whole IMOVE system.
Subsequently, WP2 partners prepared a lower-level, detailed conceptual design of individual software
enablers assigned to them, including their internal structure.
An initial version of the IMOVE system architecture and specification has been drafted in deliverable
D2.2, submitted on 13/07/2018.
The architecture has been extensively presented to Living Lab partners and external stakeholders.
According to their domain knowledge (MaaS operators, ICT providers, private company and public
authorities) and field of expertise (operation, business development, IT department) they provided
feedback on the design, evaluation of the effectiveness of the diagrams produced and validation of
the consistency of the design.
Iterative revisions of the design have been performed through virtual phone meetings. Contributions
and mutual comments in documents and diagrams have beencollectively edited in collaborative online
repositories.
The final outcome of this iterative and collaborative design process has been elaborated in form of
project deliverable for the D2.5 submission, consisting on the present document.
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2.3.1 COLLABORATIVE TOOLS AND DOCUMENTS
Starting from the Prague workshop, the design process was carried out through the online collaboration of all
involved parties in a shared cloud UML repository based on the Cacoo2 service, as well as shared collaborative
documents on Google Drive. Such approach allowed having a single up-to-date version of the content
accessible to all parties participating in the design and significantly accelerated and improved the collaborative
design process. Communication between partners has been effective and direct through comments and replies
on the shared design documents, and has been constantly maintained and extended with scheduled and
dedicated conference calls.

2

http://cacoo.com/
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3 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to give an initial idea about the structure of a generic software enabler, the
collection of software enablers identified in the IMOVE framework and their high-level mutual interactions. The
detailed design follows in chapter 6.

3.1 STRUCTURE OF A GENERIC SOFTWARE ENABLER
The generic structure of a software enabler is presented in the following picture:

Figure 3. Structure of a generic software enabler
At the core of a software enabler stands an engine implementing the business logic required by the functionality
it was designed for. Configuration parameters are listed in human readable text files. The persistence layer
where data is organized and preserved consists in a database.
No enabler is conceivable as a completely isolated unit, as all of them need some kind of interconnection to
other software entities to be of some use:



Some of the enablers require interoperability with external ICT platforms, controlled by local MaaS
providers, to exchange data and services with them
Many enablers take advantage of functionalities exposed by other enablers to perform their operation

To address the first point, a field adapter encloses a dedicated interface and any required customized logic
to interoperate with the external platform.
Specific version of these field adapters are developed to interconnect the relevant 3 rd party ICT systems,
minimizing the development effort required to get the enabler ready to run in a specific IMOVE deployment.
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Another interface layer is devoted to the inter-enabler communication within the boundaries of IMOVE: the
internal API consists in a set of operations made available by an enabler to others in order to provide them
some services in term of information exchange or actions to be performed.
A remarkable exception to this general structure is the B2B API (Open API) software enabler that consists
primarily in a specific interface layer (Open API). Its aim is to give access to the IMOVE framework ecosystem
to mobile applications backend services interested in integrating selected IMOVE functionalities in a selfconsistent, controllable and well documented way.

3.2 SELECTION OF SOFTWARE ENABLERS
From the high-level conceptual point of view, IMOVE system is composed by the following software enablers:
1. Identity Manager: handles the concept of a unique IMOVE MaaS end user (traveller) and its connection
to external services and accounts.
2. User Tariffs Manager: manages the end user’s subscriptions, credit and quotas related to transport
services.
3. Mobility Tracker: an enabler responsible for collecting the mobility-related information about the users
and providing this information to other software enablers.
4. Preferences Manager: provides the information about the user’s preferences, habits, and needs.
5. Notification Manager: stores messages generated by other enablers and interconnected systems to be
delivered to users via their mobile apps.
6. Roaming Manager: enables and ensures the interconnection of multiple MaaS operators enabling for
inter-roaming and cross-border roaming services.
7. Price Manager: is responsible for collecting and providing information about the prices of the services of
local transport providers.
8. Mobility Organizer: extends the trip planning capability towards the needs of IMOVE MaaS users and
enables them to take full advantage of services on offer.
9. Booking Manager: allows other software enablers, and ultimately the users, to perform mobility service
bookings and purchases.
10. Incentives & Gamification Manager: takes care of incentivisation mechanisms designed to influence
user’s behaviour in a desirable way (via rewards, achievements, etc.).
11. B2B API: is responsible for opening the IMOVE functionality to 3 party ICT platforms (e.g. mobile app
back-ends) that are interested in integrating the functionality provided by IMOVE into their offers. It also takes
care of access control, security and communication monitoring.
rd

An overview of the relations and interactions of the software enablers is depicted in the figure below. More
detailed description of individual enablers can be found in the following chapters.
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Figure 4. High-level view of the IMOVE system architecture
Software enablers can communicate directly with one another via their internal APIs (denoted by black arrows).
However, all the communication with external 3 party mobile application back-ends needs to go through the
Open API, which takes care of the privileges, security and monitoring.
rd
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4 DATA MODEL AND DATA PROCESSING
MaaS is a user-centered paradigm, powered by the growth of smartphones. On the other hand, it builds on
the on-board, city-wide and corporate back-office deployment of hardware and software technologies
commonly referred to as Intelligent Transport Systems. Such environment is clearly data-intensive and
information driven, with a large degree of variability in terms of reliability and trustworthiness (e.g. payments),
and time sensitivity (ranging from the real-time information delivery to monthly invoicing). Furthermore it is
inherently heterogeneous depending of the actors, systems, manufacturers and providers involved. IMOVE
identified these critical aspects and investigated them in a specific work package (WP3) maintaining a tight
feedback loop with the software design and implementation in WP2 about:




Data entities and reference information model for MaaS
Data exchange between systems (data adapters)
Data processing and sharing

A more comprehensive dissertation about these topics can be found in WP3 deliverables; in the following
sections a high-level view from the WP2 standpoint is provided as a cross-reference.

4.1 DATA ENTITIES
Data entities are the fundamental information objects that are exchanged, computed and stored in automated
information processing tasks and systems.
A data entity is typically part of a broader representation of a domain, an object in a data model. Entities are
typically designed starting from the description and analysis of a business or technology environment and
identifying simple self-contained elements, their potential aggregation to describe more composite concepts
and how they can be logically linked together in terms of their relationships.
Entities should also be cohesive from the point of view of the domain, and sometimes this is a judgment call.
Getting the level of detail right can have a significant impact on development and maintenance efforts, so
specifying entities and their inherent properties (data attributes) are crucial activities in data modelling.
In MaaS, users are given access to services through an IT platform frontend, either a mobile app or a webpage,
which is usually MaaS operator-specific. The market is extremely fragmented on the transportation service
providers side as well. These factors have impacts at the data description level, since involved entities
specifications are often not consistent between different platforms. Differences in their models grow with
platforms complexity and the feature set they implement, and with the quantity of necessary entities and
attributes as well.
IMOVE builds on top of these platforms and therefore needs to define a consistent data model to effectively
address interoperability with MaaS providers. To determine the data entities the IMOVE development team
worked in close collaboration in a dedicated WP3 task, reviewing platform documentations and industry
standards to derive a reference data model for MaaS.

4.2 DATA ADAPTERS
The diversity of the existing MaaS schemes poses several design challenges that have to be addressed within
IMOVE to deliver an effective and widely applicable solution. IMOVE has to describe, develop and provide
pertinent interfaces and data translators between MaaS schemes in order to enhance interoperability.
Those translators, otherwise called data-adapters and field adapters, will harmonize the data input streams
received from the MaaS platforms existing on the Living Labs and will manipulate them to suit the data format
requirements of each software enabler especially those involved in direct communications with the underlying
platforms.
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The design of the adapters follows closely the needs and constraints of the Living Labs and the data models
adopted by the already deployed and validated solutions in the sites.
Before a service can be offered through IMOVE, the corresponding adapter(s) that accompany the software
enablers will also be deployed and configured accordingly, so that this service can be made seamlessly
accessible according to IMOVE operational principles.
The adapters aim to resolve any discrepancies identified between the data models employed by IMOVE and
the MaaS operators ICT platforms, in order to greatly reduce and keep under control the integration effort
required on that side.
Moreover, the translators will ensure the extensibility, scalability, openness and ease of adaptation to different
environments, which in turn will support the roaming of the user’s mobility portfolio across different cities.
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5 SOFTWARE ENABLERS – MAAS PLATFORM
INTEROPERABILITY MODELS
According to the architectural overview described in the chapter 3, IMOVE software enablers can be combined
and integrated with existing MaaS systems according to different schemes to leverage on already available
features and improve other functional areas to enhance the overall level of the MaaS infrastructure.
Depending on the ICT MaaS platform capabilities and on the agreements with its maintainers, different kind of
technical solutions can be envisioned for enablers interoperability.

5.1 INTEROPERABILITY SCHEME 1: MARKET-AVAILABLE MAAS
PLATFORM

Figure 5. Interoperability with a market available MaaS platform

The picture above showcases the IMOVE interoperability model with a market-available MaaS platform.
Looking at the picture from bottom to top, the MaaS platform basically consists in:




Modules interconnecting transport service providers (public transport, shared mobility, rentals, etc.)
ICT platforms
Backend services hosting the business processes
Accompanying mobile app to supply mobility services to end users

In Figure 5 the IMOVE framework is sketched out highlighting the role of the Open API enabler and presenting
four generic software enablers each one representing a specific interoperability case. The following
subsections describe them individually, starting from the left most one.
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5.1.1 NO INTEROPERABILITY
Some enablers don’t need to be interconnected to a MaaS ICT platform to exchange data and / or services.
Notification manager is a good example, as it only collects information from other enablers and delivers it
through the Open API.
In this case, development of a field adapted is not required.

5.1.2 NATIVE API INTEROPERABILITY
The second case interconnects the enabler with a MaaS ICT platform which is closed to modification. There
may be many reasons for this:




The platform is legacy software
Vendor is not offering customizations
Modification is not feasible due to economic or technical constraints

Prerequisite for the integration is the availability of a documented interface layer (the Native API in Figure 5)
supporting all the functionality required by the relevant enabler. The adaptation to the IMOVE business logic
is performed within the enabler by a specific field adapter implementation. The development effort depends on
the complexity of the interactions, the data translation and adaptation required; in any case it is completely
enclosed on the IMOVE side.

5.1.3 CUSTOM API INTEROPERABILITY
In the third scenario the external MaaS ICT platform API interface can be customized to a certain extent to
favour the interoperability.
This case comprises many nuances sitting between the Native API case and a tailor-made interface towards
the underlying MaaS system, with the assumption that the platform already supports all the operations required
by the IMOVE enablers. Thus the enablers-MaaS platform interconnection can be guaranteed with a limited
amount of work. On both sides, the adoption of standards specified by international organizations and
widespread in the industry can reduce the impedance mismatch and consequently decrease the required
activities.

5.1.4 CUSTOM API INTEROPERABILITY, WITH CUSTOM KERNEL
In the last interoperability hypothesis the 3rd party MaaS platform lacks some feature required by the IMOVE
software enabler.
Here the MaaS platform has to be extended with specific features (represented in Figure 5 as the Customized
kernel box). They may require to be implemented from scratch or can be provisioned by IT systems controlled
by individual transport service providers or supplied by independent software vendors, and federated with the
MaaS platform.
Activities required on the MaaS platform side are more demanding, but the estimation depends on the exact
list of the missing features; this solution may be viable especially if a reasonable effort that unlocks the adoption
of the software enablers raises substantially the overall level of the platform.
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5.2 INTEROPERABILITY SCHEME 1B: MAAS PLATFORM OWNED BY AN
IMOVE PARTNER
In this scheme, the MaaS ICT platform still implements all the business logics to operate the back-office
services, as well as the user interface (web and/or mobile app), and IMOVE is isolated from underlying
service/transport operators; but here, since the MaaS platform is property of an IMOVE partner, a selection of
the functionalities that were previously provided by IMOVE enablers are now implemented directly within the
MaaS platform with an “interface adaption layer” that emulates the behaviour of IMOVE internal API. In other
words, if in the previous scheme IMOVE enablers were adapted to comply with the underlying MaaS platform,
in this case the platform is adapted to comply with IMOVE enablers.

Figure 6. Interoperability with a MaaS platform owned by an IMOVE partner
The interoperability with IMOVE enhances the underlying MaaS platform through




The provision of additional services (e.g. the Incentives Manager)
The integration with external systems (e.g. existing ITS platforms)
The native support to IMOVE roaming.

Interface adapters (purple blocks) are be implemented by the provider of the MaaS platform (e.g. URBI on
Turin and Berlin Living Labs), together with other required customizations (e.g. additional interfaces towards
public private and transport operators, wherever possible), mostly within WP4.
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5.3 INTEROPERABILITY SCHEME 2: CUSTOM MAAS PLATFORM

Figure 7. Custom MaaS platform built composing IMOVE software enablers

Sometimes the ICT baseline support for a given location doesn’t consist in a consolidated MaaS platform with
an adequate level of integration, but features only isolated systems owned by individual transport service
providers (e.g. ITS systems, ticketing platforms) or independent software providers (e.g. mapping providers,
journey planners). In such a landscape a custom MaaS platform can be built from the bottom up relying on a
collection of IMOVE software enablers, tailored to the targeted functionalities to be implemented.
In this case the field adapters role within the relevant enablers becomes greater in importance, as they have
to accomplish multiple and complex functionalities:




collect and harmonize information from different sources
coordinate workflows involving multiple parties from different IT systems and domains
expose at the enabler side a self-consistent and standardized IMOVE compliant interface

The interoperation burden is totally on the software enablers side, as field adapters are no more than simple
point to point data translators towards a ready-made MaaS platform, but they:



Have to be connected directly to relevant 3rd parties IT systems or transport service providers ICT
platforms
Have to implement specific part of the whole MaaS business logic and workflows by themselves.
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6 DETAILED ARCHITECTURE
The following sections provide the description of individual software enablers detailing:




Their functionality and purpose
Their internal structure
The list of API endpoints they provide

6.1 IDENTITY MANAGER
Each user within IMOVE must be uniquely identified, in order to be provided with a unified and personalized
experience. By centralizing the user identity, information related to the user can be easily shared with all
services and enablers which in turn can build up on the mobility history of the user.
The component responsible for this will be centralized and common to each IMOVE deployment. It will be run
and maintained by a consortium of partners.
The Identity Manager has the following features:






verification of a personal communication mean for the user, such as phone number or email
assignment of a unique id to the user, accessible and available to any other enabler
securely storing user credentials of external providers so that, under certain scenarios, the user
can be recognized by the mobility provider (clarifying example: the user must have an account if
he/she wishes to reserve a car, and the provider-specific identity is stored within the Identity
Manager as well to enable this functionality. By being a centralized enabler, the Identity Manager
is the natural place to store such information, so that it can be accessible by multiple IMOVE
deployments without the need of replication). The credential storage is encrypted via AES-256.
groups: a general concept which has been introduced to support more complex scenarios such
as company organizations or families

Another important concept of the Identity Manager is that of Domain. A Domain is a string identifying a MaaS
provider participating in IMOVE. The user is customer of an IMOVE-federated MaaS initiative which initially
registers the user within the Identity Manager and associates it to the relevant Domain. This information is
important since it is the key to enable cross-border mobility via the Roaming Manager, because even the
business transactions that get services from federated MaaS systems are mediated by the MaaS provider the
user is registered to.
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Figure 8. Identity manager
Table 1. Identity manager REST API endpoints
Endpoint
/identity/verify/{verificationCode}

Method

Description

POST

/identity

PUT

/identity/{userId}

GET

Phone number/email verification to
validate a means of communication with
the user.
Creates a new user. Profiles to the
mobility services will be created at this
stage, if requested.
Fetches the information of a user.

/identity/{userId}

PATCH

Updates the information of a user.

/identity/{userId}/operators

POST

/identity/{userId}/operators/
{operator}
/identity/group

DELETE

/identity/group/{groupId}

PATCH

Associates this user profile with an
external mobility service provider.
Removes an association with an external
mobility service provider.
Creates a group of users. A group can
represent, for instance, a family or a
company.
Associates a user with a group.

PUT
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6.2 USER TARIFFS MANAGER
The User Tariffs Manager is the enabler responsible to store and handle the MaaS subscription information of
each user, including the validity time span and available quotas.
When a user requests mobility options or wishes to book an option, the user tariffs manager is queried to check
whether it is possible to do so, or if a ride is “included” in the subscription or needs to be paid separately.
A subscription must be associated with a payment method for recurring charges or payment of the services
not included in the subscription quota.
The actual payment process is delegated to supported external payment gateways, to ensure the security
standards and PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard) compliance; they can be connected
through a dedicated interface and specific components acting as field adapters.
Each record stored in the User Tariffs Manager references a user in the Identity Manager, meaning that each
user can have a subscription in each IMOVE-enabled MaaS scheme
The module is able to generate useful notification to the users about their subscription status and/or to remind
them of interesting actions happening on their subscription (renewal, offers, etc.).

Figure 9. User tariff manager
Table 2. User tariff manager REST API endpoint
Endpoint

Method

Description

/tariff/profile

PUT

/tariff/profile

GET

/tariff/payment

PUT

/tariff/payment

DELETE

Creates a new subscription profile. A relation
to an existing user is required.
Obtains info for an existing subscription
profile.
Adds a new payment method to this
subscription.
Deletes a payment method from this user's
subscription. The last valid payment method
cannot be deleted.
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6.3 MOBILITY TRACKER
The Mobility Tracker is a software enabler aiming to collect and generate mobility information about the end
users.
The component will get user data from an external mobile application, which will make use of the GPS to get
geolocation information. The Mobility Tracker will also use data from the user activity collected by other
enablers, such as the Booking Manager.
The collected data will be processed in order to transform raw data (user coordinates or bookings) into visited
places and trips. All the personal information will be stored securely, and the data redistribution will conform
to relevant legal restrictions.
Note that it is not the objective of this enabler to generate more abstract information, such as the preferred
transport mode. Indeed, the Mobility Tracker will provide part of the necessary data to generate this
information.
This enabler is composed by two main components:


User Monitor: responsible for collecting the user data from different sources. For each source there
is a subcomponent:
o User tracks: collects geo-coordinates that will be provided by an external mobile application.
o Booked services: collects the data of the services that the user has booked using the Booking
Manager.
o Model of specific customer: collects the data of the contracted services within IMOVE. This
information is provided by the Preference Manager.



User Activity: responsible for treating the data acquired by the User Monitor, and generate from it two
different types of information grouped into two subcomponents:
o User Places: this subcomponent is the producer and source of places visited by a user.
o User Recurrent Places: this subcomponent is the producer and source of recurrent places
visited by a user.
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Figure 10. Mobility tracker
Table 3. Mobility tracker REST API endpoints
Endpoint

Method

Description

/mobilityTracker/tracks

POST

Posts the geo-location data of a user.

/mobilityTracker/places

GET

Get user tracked place list.

/mobilityTracker/recurrentPlaces

GET

Gets the list of recurrent places visited by the
user.

6.4 PREFERENCES MANAGER
The Preferences Manager is an enabler that provides mobility information about users. This information ranges
from service preferences/options manually selected by the user to transportation usage patterns automatically
inferred from her/his behaviour. For example:



A user prefers to go by train when it is raining.
A user needs to be very punctual at his office at 9:00 a.m. from Monday to Friday.

In order to get this information, the Preferences Manager will process data from other enablers, mainly the
Mobility Tracker to know where and when the user usually goes. All personal data stored within this software
enabler will be secured.
The Preferences Manager is divided in two main components:


User Profile: gets information about a user from different enablers. There are two different sources of
information and so two subcomponents:
o

User preferences: gets the information generated by the Mobility Tracker: places and recurrent
places.
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o


Model of a specific customer: user contracted services within IMOVE. This data is provided
by the Identity Manager.

Mobility preferences: the main goal of this component is to deduce which are the preferred transport
modes of each user under specific circumstances (such as a traffic jam or a rainy day). To do so, the
component will collect contextual data and relate it with the information generated by the user profile.
Furthermore, this component will get a list of ranking trips regarding context preferences, quality of
services preferences and transport type preferences. Finally Mobility Preferences return all user
preferences according to his/her contextual, quality of service and transport type preferences.

Figure 11. Preferences manager

Table 4. Preferences Manager REST API endpoints

/preferenceManager/contextPreferences

Metho
d
POST

/preferenceManager/qualityServicesPreferences

POST

/preferenceManager/transportTypePreferences

POST

/preferenceManager/userPreferences

GET

/preferenceManager/contextPreferences

GET

/preferenceManager/qualityServicesPreferences

GET

/preferenceManager/transportTypePreferences

GET

Endpoint

Description
Set user context preferences.
Set user quality of service
preferences.
Set user transport type
preferences.
Get
all
user
preferences
(contextual, quality of service
and transport type preferences).
Get only context preferences for
the user.
Get only quality of service
preferences for the user.
Get only user transport type
preferences.
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/preferenceManager/preferredTransportModes

GET

/preferenceManager/rankingAlternativeTrips

POST

/preferenceManager/places

GET

/preferenceManager/recurrentPlaces

GET

Get a sorted transport modes list
by ranking.
Get a sorted given trip list by
ranking.
Get user tracked place list.
Get personal recurrent place list
of the user.

6.5 NOTIFICATION MANAGER
The Notification Manager represents a single collection and storage point for all messages generated and/or
by other enablers to be dispatched to IMOVE end users for informational purposes. This enabler manages the
notification workflow keeping track of the status of the message all along its lifetime. Typically mobile app backends receive this data in batches through a standardized web service interface that is part the Open API
specification and is implemented in the homonymous enabler.

Figure 12. Notification Manager
Table 5. Notification Manager REST API endpoints
Endpoint
/notification/getMessages

Method

Description

GET

Gets notification messages for a given user.

/notification/addMessage

POST

Stores a message to be delivered to mobile
application back-ends.

6.6 ROAMING MANAGER
One of the basic pillars of the project is to pave the way for a “roaming” capability for MaaS users at the
European level, to provide an effective and seamless mobility experience to a person that visits a foreign city
and doesn’t know how to get around. Using IMOVE with the roaming capability, the person is allowed to use
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transport services in the visited place in cooperation with local MaaS Operators. Thereafter, the stress for
being unfamiliar with the location and not knowing what transport services are available is mitigated. Users will
be enabled to move around easily, just as they usually do in their hometown, being informed about the different
options, prices and possibly dedicated offers since their arrival time. From the MaaS operators standpoint, this
concept favours the interoperability between the different MaaS schemes they embody and allows the
transferability of the user’s mobility portfolio between operators covering different geographical areas.
Roaming Manager is the enabler that aims to take care of this transferability from a MaaS scheme to another
and enables roaming between different MaaS schemes by supporting business cooperation between MaaS
operators through the exchange of an “agreed minimum amount” of information, and improving user
experience through enhanced user profiling and unique identification across multiple services, applications
and MaaS providers.
As it’s possible nowadays to use the telecommunication services from one country in another one, this module
is designed in a way to connect sites in order to interconnect MaaS operators ICT platforms to deliver services
to their customers that are travelling abroad. The technical standards of relevance to enable cross-MaaS
roaming through European cities and regions will be tested and assessed thoroughly.
Within IMOVE, roaming is investigated and validated in a specific Living Lab and a corresponding task in Work
Package 4; in the end with some pilot cities selected to be involved and participate in the roaming solution,
starting from the definition of sustainable cross-border scenarios. The necessary roaming framework required
to implement them is developed in technical work packages 2 (Software Enablers) and 3 (Data Exchange
framework). Prior to the designing and the description of the roaming manager the consortium dealt with all
the complexities for the services the user may want to access in the different regions using his/her single local
MaaS provider, without the need to search for and use a new tool. To achieve this, technical and non-technical
barriers were detected, analysed and dealt with.
Direct connection to local transport operators will be supported through this software enabler in order to support
different stage of maturity of the Living Labs. The architecture aims to candidate to become a standard for
future industrial market take-ups.
Regarding integration, the roaming manager will interact directly with the other IMOVE software enablers
Tariffs Manager, Price Manager, Mobility Organizer and Booking Manager in order to give full support to the
user while interacting with another MaaS.
The following figure showcases all the actors, external systems and IMOVE components involved in offering
mobility services to a user of another IMOVE federated MaaS operator, where the listed enablers are
represented as a generic SW enabler block.
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Figure 13. Overview of actors, external systems and IMOVE software enablers in roaming

As shown in Figure 13, the Roaming Manager plays the major role in the Roaming use case, by interconnecting
the “Visiting” and the “Visited” Living Labs. In the aforementioned use case, the user has been subscribed in
the Visiting MaaS (i.e. Home MaaS) and wants to makes use of the transport services offered in the Visited
MaaS (i.e. away MaaS).For this workflow to be achieved there is a need for deploying a subset of enablers on
the visited side. More specifically, based on the sequential diagrams (see section 7.2), Mobility Organizer and
Price manager software enablers need to be deployed in the visited place. To this end, the following
requirements are essential for implementing the Roaming use case:


The involved visited MaaS platform transportation services need to be integrated with a subset of
Software Enablers, mainly the Mobility Organiser and the Price Manager. This integration will be
facilitated through the usage of pertinent Field Adapters.



The Roaming Manager needs to be properly configured. More specifically, the administrative polygon
boundaries of all the MaaS that support roaming should have been imported in GeoJSON format. The
aforementioned boundaries define the region of action within which transport services are provided.



Establishment of agreements between the MaaS operators participating in Roaming. These
agreements may entail the storing in the local database of the Roaming Manager of information
relevant to the roaming fee, the duration of the roaming contract, etc.



Customisation will be needed in the Visiting MaaS mobile app, in order to present to the user available
transport services that can be offered through roaming.



Interconnection through the internal APIs between the Roaming Manager and the other software
enablers in order for the user to be able to view mobility solutions abroad (through the retrieval of
roaming contract info) to store the roaming transactions and to charge the Home MaaS account when
participating in roaming.

Moreover, additional aspects have to be noted:


Most of the software enablers are being deployed as local instances (either connecting the visiting or
the visited MaaS operator platform) by making use of field adapters. However, the Roaming and
Identity Managers have been centrally deployed so they are deployed as a single instance.



In the roaming use case, the user makes use of his favourite MaaS App, which is the Visiting MaaS
App. Open API component interconnects with the Visiting MaaS App in order to provide the user with
IMOVE roaming services (i.e. looking for mobility solutions abroad and booking mobility solutions
abroad).



Even in the roaming use case, local instances of the software enablers may need to interact directly
with each other without the intervention of the Roaming Manager, whenever required for the relevant
workflow.
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The Roaming Manager enabler is detailed in the following diagram:

Figure 14. Roaming manager
The Roaming Manager comprises of the following components/frameworks:


Roaming manager core: This is the main component of this software enabler, implementing all the
business logic to support the roaming use cases. This component stores and retrieves data from the
local database, performs elaborations and prepares results be exposed through the Roaming Manager
Internal APIs interface.



Roaming manager ORM (Object Relational Mapping): The ORM constitutes the object-relational
mapping layer. This layer automates the transfer of data stored in Roaming manager relational
database tables into objects that are more easily used in the application code. Thereafter, this
component provides a high-level and flexible abstraction upon the Roaming Manager relational
database.



Roaming Manager Internal APIs Interface: This is the component that exposes the Roaming Manager
web services.



Roaming Manager Database: Roaming contract info, MaaS boundaries, roaming transactions and
other relevant information are all stored in this local database.

According to the architectural design, the Roaming Manager communicates directly only with other software
enablers, and needs not to be interconnected to any external system such as MaaS operators ICT platforms.
Since data exchanges are all internal to the IMOVE system, it will not make use of any specific field adapter
in getting information to be compliant to the IMOVE data model.
Roaming manager internal APIs consists in the REST endpoints outlined below. It should be noted that all the
requests and responses bodies have to be expressed in the application/json content type.
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Table 6. Roaming manager REST API endpoints
Endpoint

Method

Description

/roamingManager/maas_providers

POST,
GET

/roamingManager/maas_providers/{id}

GET,
DELETE,
PUT,
PATCH
POST,
GET

Create a new MaaS Provider
or return the full list of MaaS
providers
Retrieve, delete or changing
info for a particular MaaS
provider

/roamingManager/roaming_contracts

/roamingManager/roaming_contracts/{id}

/roamingManager/roaming_transactions/

/roamingManager/roaming_transactions/{id}

/roamingManager/roaming_transactions/
roaming_contract/{roaming_contract_id}/
user/{user_uuid}/from/{from_date}/to/
{to_date}

GET,
DELETE,
PUT,
PATCH
POST,
GET
GET,
DELETE,
PUT,
PATCH
GET

/roamingManager/roaming_transactions/user/
{user_uuid}/from/{from_date}/to/{to_date}

GET

/roamingManager/maas_providers/{maas_id}/
destination_is_supported/destination/
{destination_coordinates}
/roamingManager/maas_providers/{maas_id}/
route_is_supported/location/
{location_coordinates}/destination/
{destination_coordinates}
/roamingManager/maas_providers/
in_roaming_with/home_maas/{home_maas_id}/
location/{location_coordinates}/destination/
{destination_coordinates}

GET

GET

GET

Return the full list of roaming
contracts or creating a new
roaming contract
Retrieve, delete or change
info for a particular roaming
contract
Return the full list of roaming
transactions or create a new
roaming transaction
Retrieve, delete or change
info for a particular roaming
transaction
Retrieve the corresponding
roaming transactions that
took place for a given user, a
given roaming contract and a
given date range
Retrieve the corresponding
roaming transactions that
took place for a given user
and a given date range
regardless the roaming
contract
Return whether the given
destination is supported by
the given MaaS
Return whether both the
given location and
destination are supported by
the given MaaS
Fetch all the MaaS providers
that support roaming, given
the home MaaS, the location
point and the destination
point
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6.7 PRICE MANAGER
The Price Manager is the component responsible for collecting the information about the prices of the services
provided by transport operators. This information is then provided either to third parties via Open API or, more
importantly, to other software enablers via internal API endpoints. The most natural use case of the Price
Manager is in conjunction with the Mobility Organizer.
Level of detail: The price data provided by this software enabler are tied to certain transportation request. The
Price Manager provides either the price of a single journey leg, specified by its origin, destination, departure
and/or arrival time, mode of transport and provider’s ID, or the price of the whole trip, specified by a collection
of legs.
Static prices and estimation of dynamic prices: From a technical standpoint, there are two challenges for
the Price Manager, each demanding a different approach - providing prices of statically and of dynamically
priced transportation.
To maintain the information about statically priced services, the Price Manager periodically collects the most
up-to-date pricing information from relevant 3rd party partners. This is usually done by calling their backend
APIs; therefore, the Price Manager needs to be able to process the information about wide variety of pricing
schemes and models. Also, the Price Manager needs to be very easily reconfigured, modified and extended
before the deployment in any new location or system, since the collection of local providers, as well as their
interfaces will differ greatly.
Dynamic pricing poses a more challenging problem, although an increasingly relevant one, since dynamically
priced transport services are getting more widespread in the transportation industry, especially for ride hailing
services. Transportation providers have access to real-time and historical data about the market and their
competitors (such as supply, demand or other relevant indicators) and use them in conjunction with pricing
approaches from economy and machine learning to maximize their profits. Since prices are outcomes of
functions depending on several factors and business policies, they are becoming more difficult to estimate.
A viable solution for an approximate evaluation of the price of an itinerary can consist in modelling it using
machine learning methods based on historic data. This allows them to be quickly estimated avoiding to make
a lot of time-consuming requests to the provider’s APIs.
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An overview of the Price Manager architecture can be found in the following diagram:

Figure 15. Price manager
The Price Manager’s API listens on a specified network port, processes incoming REST API requests (detailed
below) and decides how to resolve them, based on the requested modes of transport and providers. The legs
using statically priced transport services are passed on to the correct Resolver i.e. a software component
exposing a standardized interface and acting as a specifically tailored field adapter towards an external
transport provider’s API. If needed, the Resolver collects the required pricing data from the provider in real
time, computes the leg/trip price and returns it via Price Manager’s API.
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In case of dynamically priced legs, the price is resolved by one of the machine learning based models. We
maintain a separate model for each transport provider with dynamic pricing. The ML model itself is detailed in
the following diagram:

Figure 16. Machine Learning Model in IMOVE price manager
Each model contains a set of data collection scripts. These are designed to run over extended period of time
and gather the training data by sending randomized price requests to provider’s API. The training data,
containing the prices of large quantity of legs, is then saved in Training Data DB. The machine learning
algorithm of choice (for example Neural Networks or Random Forests) then uses this data set to periodically
train the actual model and save its state. This saved model is then connected to the rest of the Price Manager
and used to quickly return estimated prices of dynamically priced legs.
Table 7. Price Manager REST API endpoints
Endpoint
/priceManager/legPrice

Method

Description

POST

/priceManager/tripPrice

POST

/priceManager/supportedProviders

GET

Return the price of a leg
specified by origin, destination,
departure and/or arrival time,
mode of transport and
transport provider.
Return the price of a trip
specified by a sequence of
legs.
A convenience endpoint that
returns a list of transport
providers that are currently
supported by the running
instance of the Price Manager.

6.8 MOBILITY ORGANIZER
The Mobility Organizer is the software enabler designed to extend the trip planning capabilities towards the
needs of a MaaS user and to enable the users to take full advantage of services on offer. In particular, the
Mobility Organizer extends the standard trip planning functionalities in the following directions:
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Composing trip itineraries combining public, private and shared means of transport.
Taking into account mobility service availability and prices, as well as user preferences.
For its operation, the Mobility Organizer requires access to existing mode-specific trip planners and specific
mobility services availability and booking interfaces. To this aim, specific field adapters will be developed and
can be configured to be loaded accordingly.

Figure 17. Mobility organizer
Table 8. Mobility organizer endpoints
Endpoint

Method

Description

/mobilityOrganizer/routing

POST

Return a routing response
given the routing request
(origin, destination, time, etc.)
specified in the body of the
POST request.

6.9 BOOKING MANAGER
The Booking Manager is the enabler responsible to perform all the operations concerned with reservations,
bookings, rides and ticket purchases. It is also capable of assessing the availability of mobility offers (e.g. for
shared vehicles) to other enablers (such as mobility organizer or incentives manager) so that different options
can be presented to the user.
There are two main categories of offers:


Vehicles - can be a taxi, carpooling service, car, scooter and bike sharing, and more generally a means
of transport that is geo-located and requires a booking, in order for the service to be delivered to the
user. This categorization may be further refined into:
o vehicle rental
o ride hailing
depending mainly on whether a professional driver is involved, but other categorization are possible
accounting for other different constraints (e.g. age limits, requirement for a driver license).



Tickets - such as public transport tickets.
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Key functionalities of the Booking Manager include:





Retrieval of shared mobility specific information. These data can be used to display options to the
user and relevant details for the booking (e.g. vehicle choice).
Performing the reservation of a vehicle on behalf of the user and all other activity related to that such
as cancelling or extending the reservation.
Providing information regarding the current bookings/rides of the user (location of the vehicle, delay
of pickup).
Retrieval of the trip history of the user.

To implement them, it holds connections toward the external providers, so that mobility options can be made
available to the user, and ultimately reserved or purchased.
Furthermore it orchestrates at high-level these complex wokflows, while implementation details specific of each
provider are delegated to “field adapters”, which are components aiming at the integration of individual
providers acting as a bridge to a generic and standardized interface.
A similar approach applies to how data entities are managed as well; for example the model for sections of a
trip (“legs” in transportation jargon) as handled by the booking manager is general enough to account for the
many different transportation means available (such as a taxi ride, a car sharing reservation, a public transport
ticket, etc). The specific instances including all the peculiarities of the single provider are confined to the
connectors toward the providers, or “field adapters”. The adapters aren’t directly accessible from outside the
booking manager; they are encapsulated in it and contribute in implementing its functionalities. These are
exposed through its internal API layer to other enablers (and a subset of them is indirectly made available to
external systems as well via the Open API enabler).
Notably, the isolation of provider specific routines in field adapters enables their selective deployment, if
required to enforce the non-disclosure and protection of code and APIs to unauthorized parties.
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Figure 18. Booking Manager
An outline of the Booking Manager internal API follows. All the requests and responses are assumed to have
application/json content type.

Table 9. Booking Manager REST API endpoints
Endpoint
/booking/availability

Method

Description

GET

/booking/shared
/booking/shared/current

GET,
DELETE
GET

Gets information about the availability of a
mobility service.
Books a mobility service or cancel an existing
reservation.

/booking/purchase

GET

/booking/ride

GET

/booking/tickets

GET, POST

Fetches the currently booked shared mobility
service (car, scooter, bike).
Fetches the list of currently valid tickets or
past purchases.
Hails a ride.
Returns the list of purchasable tickets for a
given city or location or purchase a specific
ticket.

6.10 INCENTIVES & GAMIFICATION MANAGER
Proper care about how customers interact with a software may be a key factor in its adoption and market
uptake, and a similar pattern also applies to real world services backed by IT systems for service access and
provision. In other words, user centric design of both the digital presence and the real world operation is
becoming more and more relevant and critical for businesses; in this sense public and private mobility
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initiatives are no exception to this. Part of this matter is addressed by well-known customer care management
approaches, who comprise tools and practices to take care of user perceptions, elaborate feedbacks, and
improve communication and service delivery. ICT supports these phases, allowing automation of some
processes and better scalability in large scale contexts. A more comprehensive attention to customer can
complement this with other direct and personalized strategies, based on developments occurred in the last
decades in social and economic sciences. A strong interest has risen on customer engagement based on
different psychological and social theories promoting voluntary attitude and behavioural changes leveraged by
properly designed interactions and strategies. To be user accepted these advices should be unobtrusive and
perceived by the recipient as beneficial for himself according to his all-round interests and needs (examples
are time and expenses optimization, health and environment friendliness). To this aim, incentivisation and
gamification campaigns can be implemented as instruments to improve the impact of business strategies.
Information technology provides a cost-effective support for the implementation of these policies, with the
additional advantage of scaling up to the size of the customer base with a reduced impact on costs, because
of digitalization and automation. A specific enabler has been included in the IMOVE framework to target the
aforementioned: the Incentives & Gamification manager.
MaaS and authorities can support user behavioural changes in their daily life along their favourite app
usage/subscription period, building up incentivisation schemes to reward positive user decisions with virtual
achievements (badges, social media sharing) and small real world benefits (points/credits accumulation, bonus
tickets, or discounts). This definition leads to a set of policies that can be implemented in software as a set of
configured rules that on specific events can trigger actions. These events can be triggered/derived from system
knowledge about the user:









Means of transport choices (e.g. favour public transport / sharing over private car).
Usage metrics / patterns (e.g. km travelled, delays, mobility history).
Location (e.g. visited places, around me information). Examples of actions are: Notification about a
positive behaviour (e.g. you saved time and money with bike sharing).
Proposal of alternative means of transport (e.g. do you know there is a metro station nearby? Bike
sharing is discounted for you this month).
Achievements (green traveller, walking hero, extreme city biker, power commuter). Point balance
increases (reinforced on encouraged behavioural patterns detection).
Redemption of vouchers and/or mobility bonuses in exchange of the earned points.
Informational messages (e.g. a new service is ready for you).
Personalized proposals for specific situations (e.g. ride back from a football match/music show) or
future choices (e.g. hints on suitable trip solutions, expand/modify your subscription).

The Incentives & Gamification Manager is a software enabler aiming to define and implement incentivisation
schemes for users. As such schemes highly depend on specific incentivisation schemes defined by single
MaaS operators and/or public authorities, the enabler comprises a generic engine; and the actual
implementation of the evaluation rules and the incentivisation actions will be customized in specifically
developed plugins to be configured and activated on targeted deployment instances.
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Figure 19. Incentives & Gamification Manager

An outline of the Incentives & Gamification Manager internal API follows. All the requests and responses are
assumed to have the application/json content type.

Table 10. Incentive & Gamification Manager REST API endpoints
Endpoint
/incentives/gamificationData

Method

Description

GET

/incentives/catalogue

GET

Retrieves the user’s status in the incentives
and gamification.
Retrieves the incentives catalogue.

/incentives/requestIncentive

POST

Requests an incentive for a user.

6.11 OPEN API
The IMOVE Open API software enabler was formerly named B2B API. The older term was more generic and
may also be applied to other interactions between IMOVE and third party systems (e.g. tributary systems,
MaaS platforms, service providers). The new moniker has been initially adopted in internal meeting at work
package level and afterwards proved to be clearer and more effective also in presentations to the Living Labs,
MaaS operators, IT specialists and service providers. It better highlights the positioning of this enabler within
IMOVE in respect to the external ICT world.
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The ubiquitous diffusion of smartphones makes mobile apps the most suitable access mode for the delivery
of pre-trip and also in-trip back-office services in a self-service mode, given also the transportation services
demand is widespread both in terms of time (potentially 24H 7/7) and geographically (basically everywhere in
the covered area). Nowadays customers may already be daily using existing apps directly operated by MaaS
providers, local authorities or transport companies; furthermore they are often accustomed to mobile mapping
and information apps maintained by big players in the market and local vendors as well. IMOVE aims at
seamlessly improving the level and customer value of mobility services, without interfering with already
consolidated user experiences. To this end it doesn’t supply directly any user facing piece of software but
provides a comprehensive and combinable set of features that can be interconnected by mobile application
providers through their back-end infrastructure. To this aim, this enabler represents a standardised and well
documented point of interface for such end user-oriented technologies.
The Open API layer has been designed with a high degree of flexibility, to expose to individual target systems
tailored functionalities, hiding their intrinsic complexity because of their dependencies on a relevant underlying
MaaS platform and / or their complex workflows involving different enablers.
It also has to enforce access control and security for data exchanges with third parties systems, while
maintaining the widest compatibility with the technologies they have been developed with. To this aim, the
architecture follows well-established industry standards supported by all the most adopted technology vendors
and development environments.

Figure 20. Open API
An initial definition of the REST endpoints of the Open API has been drafted in Deliverable D2.3. The updated
version in included in deliverable D2.6.
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7 DYNAMIC VIEW OF THE SYSTEM
This chapter showcases the dynamic behaviour of elements designed so far (software enablers and their
APIs). To this purpose, a collection of some representative use cases was selected. Each use case is depicted
in a sequence diagram, in order to visualize the goal-oriented cooperation of various software enablers.
In all following diagrams, the black blocks represent IMOVE software enablers (or their sub-components), the
blue blocks represent 3rd party ICT platforms that interoperate with IMOVE through the Open API (green
blocks), and orange blocks represent data translators and adapters needed to transform IMOVE reference
data model from/to underlying MaaS and Transport Service Providers.

7.1 LOOKING FOR A MOBILITY SOLUTION IN USER’S HOME TOWN
This simple use case begins with a user entering a mobility request (i.e. origin, destination and time) through
a 3rd party mobile application. The application back-end contacts the Open API in order to access the
functionality provided by IMOVE software enablers. First, the Mobility Organizer gets all required user
information (through the Identity Manager, the Preferences Manager and the User Tariffs Manager), then it
creates a set of candidate solutions (based on available mobility offer, user preferences and subscribed
services) and calculates the relevant prices by querying the Price Manager (which in turn obtains such
information from underlying Transport Service Providers and/or a local cache). Then, the Mobility Organizer
ranks the candidate solutions and selects those that can be covered by user subscription profile/credits; finally,
it returns the tailored list of solutions to the user via the 3rd party back-end and the Open API.
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Figure 21. Dynamic view: Looking for a mobility solution in the user's home town
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7.2 LOOKING FOR A MOBILITY SOLUTION ABROAD
This use case represents an extension of the previous one, aiming to describe a typical cross-border roaming
scenario. The first steps of the sequence are basically the same, i.e. the user enters a mobility request (origin,
destination and time) through a 3rd party mobile application, whose back-end contacts the Open API in order
to access the Mobility Organizer. It is worth noting that even if the user is outside the area normally served by
the home MaaS, he/she still uses the same application as before, which in turn contacts the home IMOVE
enabler. Again, the Home Mobility Organizer gets all required user information (through the Identity Manager,
the Home Preferences Manager and the Home User Tariffs Manager); what happens here is that the Home
Mobility Organizer invokes the Roaming Manager, in order to get the list of any federated MaaS serving the
area the user lies in (or wants to go to), according to the configured roaming information (boundaries, service
catalogue, etc.). Then, for each returned IMOVE instance, the Home Mobility Organizer delegates to the visited
one the tasks described at previous chapter; in other words, the Visited Mobility Organizer creates the set of
candidate solutions (based on visited MaaS mobility offer, user preferences and subscribed services) and
calculates the relevant prices by querying the Visited Price Manager. From now on, the process is basically
the same as for previous case: the Home Mobility Organizer ranks the candidate solutions returned by the
visited MaaS enablers and selects those that can be covered by user subscription profile/credits; finally, it
returns the tailored list of solutions to the user via the 3rd party back-end and the Open API. Regarding the trip
prices, it has to be noted that there is one additional interaction between the Home Price Manager and the
Roaming Manager, in order to take care of possible extra-costs introduced by roaming agreements.
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Figure 22. Dynamic view: Looking for a mobility solution abroad
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7.3 BOOKING A TRIP IN USER’S HOME TOWN
The booking process usually starts once the user has been given some solutions for the trip she/he wants to
do (or usually does), through the process described at chapter 7.1. In case of repetitive mobility patterns (e.g.
the trip from home to work or vice versa, which is likely to happen daily with the same origin and destination),
a solution can be marked as favourite and saved for subsequent use (i.e. it can be selected for booking without
doing a new search).
The user triggers the booking process by selecting one of the solutions (i.e. trip plans) available on her/his
mobile application; the booking request is routed to the application back-end, which in turn contacts the Open
API through in order to access the Booking Manager. The enabler loads the identity and the subscription plan
by invoking the Identity Manager and the User tariffs Manager, and ensures that the trip fits into the available
credit and quota of the subscription; if this is the case, each leg of the trip (presumably, but not necessarily
handled by a different mobility operator) is booked by forwarding the request to the mobility operator. Booking
a leg at this stage might mean purchasing a public transport ticket, reserving a shared car or bike, or ordering
a taxi; depending on service type and subscription plan the cost of the purchase may be charged directly to
the user (e.g. through a credit card transaction), withdrawn from her/his virtual account (pre-paid subscriptions)
or not charged at all (flat subscriptions). Once every leg of the journey is booked, the whole transport solution
is returned to the user with the confirmation codes, electronic tickets (e.g. QR codes) and/or any additional
information needed to perform the trip (pick-up location, actual time, etc.). In case of errors or unavailability
during the booking process of a leg (or even if a given leg does not fit into user’s subscription profile), the
solution is still returned to the user, with clear notifications about the segments that were not booked.
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Figure 23. Dynamic view: Booking a trip in user’s home town
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7.4 BOOKING A TRIP ABROAD
Like for mobility solution lookup (chapters 7.1 and 7.2), this use case explains the peculiarities that differentiate
a cross-border booking from the domestic case described in previous chapter. Also in this case, the booking
is triggered by the selection of a mobility solution on user’s mobile application, whose back-end accesses the
Home Booking Manager through the Open API. The enabler loads the identity and the subscription plan by
invoking the Identity Manager and the Home User Tariffs Manager, and ensures that the trip fits into the
available credit and quota of the subscription; at this point, the Home Booking Manager invokes the Visited
Booking Managers involved in the solution (as from trip building process described at chapter 7.2), which in
turn forwards the request to the underlying mobility operator. Similarly to chapter 7.2, there is one additional
interaction between the Home Booking Manager and the Roaming Manager, in order to take care of possible
extra-costs introduced by roaming agreements; for this to be done, the Roaming Manager stores the
corresponding roaming transactions and collaborates with the Home User Tariffs Manager in order to charge
the user’s home MaaS account for every roaming to take place.
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Figure 24. Dynamic view: Booking a trip abroad
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7.5 MOBILITY TRACKER WORKFLOW
This sequence diagram illustrates the mobility tracker workflow, highlighting its relationship with the Preferences manager and the Identity manager.

Figure 25. Dynamic view: Mobility tracker workflow
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7.6 PREFERENCES MANAGER WORKFLOW
The following diagram depicts a typical Preference manager interactions with other enablers and web services of external context providers, to return the ranking of
preferred transport modes for a customer according to the input parameters provided and some contextual informations.

Figure 26. Dynamic view: Preferences manager workflow
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7.7 GETTING A BONUS PT TICKET FOR BIKE SHARING 3 DAYS IN A ROW
One of the goals of Incentives & Gamification Manager is to reward users when specific behaviours or mobility
patterns are detected.
In order to be as generic as possible, the Incentives & Gamification Manager does not implement a specific
incentivisation scheme, but is rather a sort of rule editor enabling MaaS operators to define their own policy in
a declarative way (i.e. without need to edit and build source code). Unlike the other use cases defined so far,
the calculation and issue of a given incentive is not triggered by any manual user action, but is the result of the
background operation of the Incentives Engine (a component of Incentives & Gamification Manager), which
periodically scans all defined rules and verifies if relevant incentive conditions are met.
The diagram below depicts a sample use case where the user is rewarded by a free public transport ticket in
case she/he uses the bike sharing for 3 days in a row. To this purpose, a dedicated rule instructs the Incentives
Engine to query the Mobility Tracker in order to fetch the trip history for all users in the last days; when, resulting
from the analysis of user behaviour, the trigger condition is met, the Incentives & Gamification Manager invokes
the User Tariffs Manager and patches the subscription data by adding the bonus to the user’s quota;
afterwards, the user is informed about this action through a notification message posted to the Notification
Manager.
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Figure 27. Dynamic view: Getting a bonus PT ticket for bike sharing
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8 DEPLOYMENT MODEL
IMOVE software components have been designed following a micro-service model and can be installed on a
cloud infrastructure, in order to guarantee a higher degree of flexibility for development and testing and adding
also scalability and ease of operation and monitoring for the deployment in production environments.
As clearly emerging from the architecture description, a system deployment comprises several components:
an outline is presented in the following diagram.

Figure 28. Deployment model
Each software enabler runs as a standalone process either on its own machine (e.g. a physical server or a
virtual machine instance, if the system runs on a cloud architecture) or together with other software enablers.
In a typical deployment, most of the IMOVE software enablers run on machines located on one physical or
virtual network. The enablers are not usually directly accessible from external 3rd party applications, with the
exception of the Open API which represent their reference point of interface towards IMOVE. However, the
distributed nature of the designed system provides a high degree of flexibility. Various different deployment
schemes are also possible.
Database, storage and computing capacity of individual software enablers should be elastically scalable to
adapt to the performance and availability needs at any given system load, and this can be achieved easily if
the cloud solution is chosen.
There are a few recommendations for the deployment model designed to provide an adequate QoS (Quality
of Service):





Independent deployment of any collection of software enablers.
Auto-scaling of resources to guarantee performance and availability of the service, regardless of the
load.
Per-enabler health monitoring and logging.
One-click test, build and deploy procedures.

An important aspect to consider regarding the deployment model of IMOVE is that not all the Living Labs or
future production deployment locations might need a full installation of the system. On the contrary, IMOVE
has been designed to adapt to the current technological solution present in each location and complement
what is already there by providing the enablers needed for a successful integration. For instance, a MaaS
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operator that already has its own ICT solution to negotiate vehicle reservations and trip purchases with local
operators might not need the deployment of a full-fledged Booking Manager, but in that case the relevant
software enabler may be configured as a simple interface layer to get the external system interoperable with
the IMOVE ecosystem.
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CONCLUSIONS
This document reported about the outcomes of task T2.2 (Architecture and Design) about the specification of
the IMOVE software enablers and their view as an integrated framework together with their relevant interfaces
and interactions. This process has been conducted jointly by the appointed academic and industry partners,
in order to take advantage of their knowledge domain and technical skills maintaining an active information
flow and a shared and effective view of the overall system.
The text provides an overview of the IMOVE system and software enablers concept, the final design of each
element of the framework and the envisioned interoperability schemes for their operation in Living Lab
environments. Furthermore a comprehensive set of sequence diagrams showcases their dynamic involvement
in complex workflows to address specific use cases.
Fundamental design principles have been adopted during the process aimed at making IMOVE open, reusable
and flexible enough for scaling up from validation and demonstration in Living Labs to a possible industrial
exploitation of the system. Under this perspective, the main design choice was not to provide an integrated
platform for MaaS operation, but rather to offer an integrated software framework, consisting of a series of
interfaces, protocols and functional components providing specific MaaS-related operations. This approach
makes possible for MaaS operators to enhance their tailored IT architecture by combining existing software
components (e.g. available from own ICT platforms) with IMOVE software enablers. Furthermore mobile
applications providers, being them the MaaS operators themselves or well-known third party vendors in the
market (mapping, information and / or reselling platforms along with their mobility apps), can include IMOVE
functionalities through connecting their back-ends with a specifically designed OpenAPI interface layer.
The design phase resulted in an architecture comprising 11 software enablers, defining their internal structure
and the interfaces they provide for mutual interconnection, namely their internal APIs. Moreover, some of the
enablers are required in performing their workflows to exchange data with MaaS platforms/external IT systems.
To this aim specific components, IMOVE data adapters will be developed (in the frame of work package 3) in
order to translate IMOVE reference data model from/to underlying MaaS and Transport Service Providers
proprietary models. All APIs have been created using widely adopted and fully documented standards.
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